
The ottom Line

The Delaware ankruptc Court in Giuliano v. chnale (In re DI Renal Holdings LLC), Adv. Case No. 14-
50356, 2020 WL 550987, (ankr. D. Del. Fe. 4, 2020), determined an recover otained  the chapter 7
trustee on account of fraudulent transfer actions pursuant to section 550 of the ankruptc Code must e
limited to the total amount of allowed creditor claims and administrative expenses in the ankruptc case. 
Almost two ears after the Detors’ ankruptc filing, the chapter 7 trustee initiated a fraudulent transfer action
against certain of the former officers and directors, among others, seeking damages in the amount of
approximatel $678 million, while onl $166 million in claims were asserted against the Detors.  In approving
the defendant’s “capping motion”, the Court agreed, if the chapter 7 trustee were successful, the Detors
would impermissil receive the excess after the creditors and administrative expenses were paid.

What Happened?

To set the stage, almost a ear efore filing for ankruptc, non-detor DI Holding Compan, Inc. (“DI
Parent”), Detor DI Renal Holdings, LLC (“DI Renal Holdings”) and certain of its susidiaries effectuated a
complex restructuring, namel transferring out the “renal usiness” and other valuale assets into newl
formed entities. Approximatel a ear later, DI Renal Holdings, DI Hospitals, Inc., and DI Facilit
Development, LLC (collectivel, the “Detors”) filed for ankruptc under chapter 7 of the ankruptc Code. 
hortl thereafter, outside of the ankruptc process, DaVita, Inc., acquired one of the newl formed entities,
non-detor CDI I Holding Compan, Inc. (“CDI I”), for approximatel $689 million (the “DaVita Acquisition”). 
As a result of the DaVita Acquisition, certain former officers and directors of entities affiliated with DI Renal
Holdings and the equit holders of DI Parent and/or lenders under certain credit facilities of non-detor DI
Renal, Inc. (“DI Renal”) (The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Compan, Apollo Investment Corp., Ares
Capital Corp. and Centre Partners Management LLC and certain of its affiliates) (collectivel, the “Defendants”)
received approximatel $440 million on account of their shares in the CDI I and/or as repament of
outstanding det oligations of DI Renal.

The chapter 7 trustee (the “Trustee”) commenced a proceeding alleging the Defendants coordinated a
fraudulent scheme that stripped the Detors of sustantiall all of their valuale assets for little or no
consideration and then turned around and sold those assets for over half a illion dollars.  The Trustee asserted
claims under (i) sections 548 and 550 of the ankruptc Code and (ii) state law for reach of fiduciar dut,
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aiding and aetting fiduciar dut and corporate waste. The Trustee alleged damages in the amount of $678
million, representing the Trustee’s calculation of the proceeds received  the Defendants plus interest as a
result of the DaVita Acquisition. However, according to the Official Claims Registr, the total numer of claims
asserted against the Detors was onl approximatel $166 million. The Defendants filed a “capping motion”
seeking to cap recoveries under section 550 of the ankruptc Code and state law.  The Court denied the
Defendants’ motion for summar judgment related to the state law claims.

The Court’s opinion focused on the issue of capping the fraudulent transfer claims. First, reling upon the Third
Circuit’s holdings in Cergenics1, Messina2 and Majestic3, the Court determined it would e impermissile for
the Detors to either invoke avoidance powers or enefit from the trustee’s avoidance.  For example, in
Messina, the detors asserted the homestead exemption to claim a portion of the sale proceeds derived from
the chapter 7 trustee’s avoidance of an unperfected mortgage on the detors’ home that the detors had no
equit in. 687 F.3d at 82. The Third Circuit agreed with the trustee that the exemptions were valueless
ecause commencement of the chapter 7 case did not confer new propert rights or value in the full
encumered propert and therefore there was no value for them to exempt.  Id.

Next, the ankruptc Court distinguished Tronox4 and Trans World Airlines5 and similar cases where courts
have refused to impose caps on avoidance recoveries and have permitted liquidation trust or reorganized
detors to receive avoidance recoveries.  The Court highlighted that in Tronox and other similar cases cited 
the Trustee, courts had to determine whether creditors could recover more than their allowed claims from the
avoidance recoveries, and in Trans World Airlines and other similar cases cited  the Trustee, courts were
faced with the issue of whether the reorganized detors could pursue and enefit from avoidance actions and
recoveries.  In the cases that determined the reorganized detors were entitled to recoveries, the courts
identified a direct or indirect enefit for creditors as a result of the recoveries, such as a furtherance of the
reorganization efforts or indirect recover of creditor claims.  The Court concluded these cases were not
applicale ecause (i) the chapter 7 detors were not seeking to reorganize and therefore there was no
reorganized detor to receive avoidance recoveries and (ii) the creditors will not receive more than their
allowed claims with interest.

Wh This Case Is Interesting

The Delaware ankruptc Court’s decision in this case reinforces the notion that fraudulent transfer actions are
not intended to e punitive, ut rather seek to satisf the claims of creditors who ma have een injured. 
While this case addresses a unique situation (and expressl distinguishes the facts of cases such as Tronox
and Trans World Airlines), it is instructive for future cases where a chapter 7 trustee is considering whether to
pursue valuale avoidance actions.

1 226 F.3d 237, 243-47 (3d Cir. 2000).

2 687 F.3d 74 (3d Cir. 2002).

3 
716 F.3d 736 (3d Cir. 2013).

4 Tronox Inc. v. Anadarko Petroleum Corp. (In re Tronox, Inc.), 464 .R. 606 (ankr. .D.N.Y. 2012).

5
 Trans World Airlines, Inc. v. Travellers International AG (In re Trans World Airlines, Inc.), 163 .R. 964 (ankr. D. Del. 1994).
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